
I. Choose the correct answer from the bracket:         10x1=10

1.  _____________is an untapped wealth.

(Money; Life; Time)

2. Peaceful co-existence is at stake if we isolate ourselves from

______ family.

(Human; Unhuman; Selfish)

3. Two outstanding compositions of  Tagore are ‘Jana Gana Mana

for India and ‘Joi Bangla’ for _____

(Pakistan; Bangladesh; Nepal)

4. A friend has no _____ .

(Selfish motive; Attachment; Feelings)

5. Mother Teresa is a ____.

(Living saint; Historian; Modern woman)

6. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by _____.

(UNO; WHO; UNICEF)

7. The leader's main function is to _____.

(Build the team; Judge; Build family)

8. The strongest weapon in our life is________.

(Love; Patience; Friendship)

9. Before you speak _______.

(Listen; Think; Earn)

a) i) Do you think Rajesh did the right thing?

ii) Why?

b) How would you guide Rajesh if you had known his plan?

Give any two suggestions.

c) As a good student how do you manage the time during

school days? Explain in two sentences.

2. Kalpana is a student of class X. The school had organised a

class picnic and all the students paid money to go  for the picnic.

Her friend Seema wanted to come but had no money to pay as

her father who had recently lost his job refused to give her any

money. Kalpana paid the money for Seema by taking the

permission of her parents. Both the friends enjoyed the picnic.

a) i) Do you think  Kalpana was right in spending her father’s

    money?

ii) Why?

b) i) If you were in Kalpana's place what would you have  done?

ii) Why?

c) What do you mean by sensitivity towards others needs?

Explain in four sentences.

3. Class X students had a cricket match in the school with class IX

students. The captain of the team of class X selected his friends

in the team ignoring other good players of the class. Class IX

won the match due to the wrong decision of the captain.

a) i) Do you agree with the decision of the captain?

ii) Why?

b) i) If you were given a chance how would you choose the

    team members?

ii) Why?

c) Is friendship the only criteria for selection? Give two

reasons.
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10. We are free to follow the _____ we like.

(Society; Religion; Rules)

II.  Fill in the Blanks:         10x1=10

1. In an unjust society people are _______ and ruled.

2. _________is the key to happy and healthy common life.

3. Begin everything with a _____.

4. You cannot stop a day but you can use a _______without wasting.

5. Friends are like __________.

6. Humility _______ interpersonal relationships.

7. ______ is an act , a feeling, a value, a virtue and a human quality.

8. Tagore was an out-standing _______.

9. _______ society in which diverse groups live together in harmony.

    10. Be yourself and _____ yourself.

III.  Match the Following :             1x5=5

1. The best ornament is - Makes life rich

2. Friendship - Humility

3. Sensitivity - Precious

4. Time - Social right

5. Recognition - Other - centered

IV.  Answer the questions in TWO sentences each:          5x2=10

1. Do you allow others to share their opinion? Why?

2. Whom  do you call a Great Leader? Why?

3. How do you spend your time on weekends?

4. What do you mean by sensitivity to one self?

5. Who is a best friend?

V.  Answer any FOUR of the following in FIVE sentences each:

         4x5=20

1. List the five greatest time wasters common to school students.

How can these be stopped?

2. List out your talents. How are you using them?

3. Make a list of your rights, as a student and as a future citizen of

the country.

4. What are the essentials of leadership?

5. Name the four kinds of birth. Explain any two.

6. Human rights are 'inherent' and 'inalienable'. Explain.

VI.  Answer  any FOUR of the following in SEVEN sentences

each:           4x7=28

1. Explain sensitivity in your own words.

2. Write about any one person whose life has inspired you much.

3. “Friends are of various types”. Explain the statement with

examples.

4. Explain the two systems of society with examples.

5. Do you spend your time usefully? Explain how?

6. Mother Teresa is a person totally dedicated to the abandoned.

Explain in few sentences.

VII.  Explain in your own words any ONE of the following:  1x5=5

1. "Unity in diversity".

2. “Human rights are necessary for every human being to live with

dignity”.

3. “Time and tide waits for no man”. Explain the statement with

example of your own.

VIII.  Give solutions to any TWO of the following:                    2x6=12

1. Rajesh, a student of class X, wasted time during school days, did not

study and did not complete his notes. When the exams approached

he desired to get good marks. So he took the notebook of his friend

without permission, took a photocopy of it and after two days placed

the note book back in the book rack in the class room. His worried

friend found the note book on the day of the examination.
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